on the lake

It’s not every day that you see divers rise to the surface of a

But what impresses the customers most? The team. “The

Minnesota lake bearing armloads of aquatic weeds. Unless

crews were always friendly and responsive. I cannot say

you’re watching a team from Waterfront Restoration.

enough about the people you have been able to hire in the

Their SCUBA by-the root solution, the first of its kind

summer to do this work.” Waterfront Restoration’s staff of

offered on Minnesota lakes, began in 2003 when founder

courteous, borderline-obsessive lake lovers care about their

Tom Suerth was in high school. Frustrated by the weeds and

neighbors and the lakeshores they represent because, frankly,

invasive species along his family’s shoreline of Lake

they can’t wait to dive in themselves at the end of the day!

Minnetonka, Tom decided to get to the root of the
problem—literally. Suited up in scuba gear, he dove in and
pulled the weeds by hand. Not only were the results
longer-lasting and more complete than using chemicals or
mechanical harvesters, his family’s property became the
envy of the bay. Word spread, and Waterfront Restoration
was born.
Over the past 15 years, Tom and his dedicated team have
built up an impressive range of innovative, highly-effective,
and family-friendly solutions. In addition to aquatic weed
removal, they also cleanup washed-up weeds on the
shoreline, scour the lake-bottom for dangerous objects, and
can also remove zebra mussels-so families reduce their
chances of getting cut. Using their extensive knowledge of
vegetation characteristics, growth cycles and spread
prevention per species, the divers identify exactly which
weeds to remove, ensuring there is no damage to the
ecosystem of the lake. Tom confirms: “We’re here to provide
a worry-free experience so you can really enjoy your
lakeshore year round and for years to come.”

